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CONTENTSEDITORIAL

Are you familiar with the Penguin Principle? In his fable of the same name, author John Kotter clearly  
illustrates that change requires courage, and success depends on a clearly structured approach. Given 
that innovation is also a form of change, the Penguin Principle is relevant in highlighting factors for 
success in this respect too. The age of digitization demands courage to innovate, in order to best utilize 
the opportunities offered by new technologies and take a targeted approach to the digital transfor - 
mation. We are currently experiencing what internet entrepreneur Marc Andreessen prophesied in his  
famous quote: “Software is eating the world”. Digitization is changing all industries: So on one side we 
see automotive companies becoming IT companies thanks to autonomous driving, connectivity, and 
shared mobility; while on the other, the digital ecosystem of Alibaba – the world’s largest commercial 
platform – is achieving unbelievable daily revenue.

In this environment, innovation is continuing to gain importance for management teams at the highest 
level. It is essential to set the course for future success, and there are three key questions to address in 
this respect: Why should we innovate; in which areas does the company see the greatest opportunities  
to leverage its competitiveness; and how can we innovate successfully? In many cases, it’s useful to adapt 
proven innovation processes, since agile methods, Design Thinking or the concept of the Minimum Viable 
Product often lead to success more quickly and more effectively.

In this edition of Horváth Directions, we will provide an overview of modern innovation management 
as well as practical examples of successful innovation strategies. Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche, explains 
how his company has utilized far-reaching innovation to respond to radical changes in the automotive 
industry, while Lufthansa, Bank Cler and Technische Werke Ludwigshafen offer insights into successful 
innovation in other industries. These companies confirm the Penguin Principle: courage to innovate and 
a stringent approach are safeguards to success. These and other stimulating articles are of course also 
available to view online at www.horvath-partners.com magazine.

Happy reading!
Best regards,
 

 

 
Dr. Michael Kieninger
CEO, Horváth AG 
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What role do organizations play in sustainable development as set out by the 
United Nations (UN) 2030 Agenda? How can companies strategically anchor 

a corresponding self-consciousness in their actions, and what does management 
mean in this context? You can find the answers in a study performed by the  

“Leaders on Purpose” organization with support from Horváth & Partners. The  
study is based on interviews with CEOs of leading companies which have strategically 

aligned their organizations so that they pay into the UN Sustainability Development 
Goals. The results were presented to the World Bank in Washington, D.C. on April 19, 

2018, and then expanded in workshops with managers. “Leaders on Purpose” was estab-
lished by thought leaders at Harvard University, the London School of Economics, and the  

World Bank. It identifies and promotes innovative approaches to sustainable business 
development in order to support the long-term viability of organizations and the fulfillment 

of the UN Sustainability Development Goals.

Horváth & Partners has won the “Hidden Champion in the Consulting 
Market” award for the sixth time in a row. A study conducted by the 

Scientific Society for Management and Consulting (Wissenschaftliche  
Gesellschaft für Management und Beratung), under the leadership of 

Prof. Dr. Dietmar Fink, has found that Horváth & Partners provides the  
high est-quality consultancy in the Controlling & Finances category. This result 

is based on statements from 734 managers in large and mid-sized companies. 
In a detailed survey they were asked which specialized, comparatively less  

well-known consultancy companies show greater expertise in individual spe-
cialist areas than the three major consultancy firms McKinsey, BCG and Bain. The 

study has been conducted since 2003, with 2017 bringing its sixth edition.

PINBOARD

Sustainability-focused  
management

 Horváth & Partners  
wins another award

Top CEOs surveyed

 Hidden Champion

 A New partner in Asia 

Cordence Worldwide is growing

Indian firm Avalon Consulting is the eleventh member to join the 
Cordence Worldwide international alliance of independent consul-

tancy companies, meaning that, in addition to Horváth & Partners, 
the alliance now consists of ten independent consultancy companies 

across all continents. As well as consultancy expertise, Avalon Consulting 
also brings the partnership access to the growth market of India. With 

2,200 employees across five locations in India and Singapore, the com-
pany is one of Asia’s leading consultancy firms. As part of Avalon Group,  

it also has expertise in market research, retail analytics, social media, and  
Big Data – which will also benefit customers of Horváth & Partners, as they 

gain local expertise and international best practice solutions from all Cordence 
Worldwide companies.  

New additions to the executive management team

 Horváth & Partners  
names four new partners 

Horváth & Partners named four additional partners at the beginning of 
the new fiscal year on April 1. The executive management team now  

also includes Levente Havas, Head of the Controlling & Finance consul-
tancy division in Hungary; Michael Kappes, Head of the Planning business 

segment, headquartered at the Stuttgart site; Bálint Palotai, Head of the 
Strategy, Innovation & Sales consultancy division in Hungary; Michael  

Reinisch from the Munich office, who is leading the Procurement business  
segment. Dr. Michael Kieninger, CEO of Horváth & Partners, emphasizes:  

“For these four colleagues, being named as partner is a recognition of their 
exemplary entrepreneurial services over the last few years. In addition, it will  

give us additional momentum for the new fiscal year ahead.”

For more information on Cordence worldwide, 
please visit www.cordenceworldwide.com

  More information on the study, “North star: Purpose-driven  
 leadership for the 21st century”, is available at  
www.horvath-partners.com study_lop_en

For more information, please see:  
www.horvath-partners.com hc_en
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INNOVATION IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES

In these fast-paced times of digital transformation, it’s essential for  

managers to shape how companies develop. Forward-thinkers are  

required: People who see change as an opportunity, and utilize innovation 

as a catalyst for growth. They assume a role as architects of the future, 

applying their individual innovation DNA to secure their organization’s 

success in the long term.

CONQUERING  
THE  

FUTURE
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he world is already moving faster than ever, and 
the tempo is continuing to increase as globa-
lization, digitization, and the development of 
groundbreaking technologies catapult us into a 
new age. Many ideas which were yesterday still 

consigned to a visionary future, are lived realities today: Self- 
driving cars, 3D-printed houses, algorithms which automatically 
devise forecasts, and robots with artificial intelligence are revo-
lutionizing our everyday lives and the world of business.

“New production, information, and communications technolo-
gies are shaping the changing environment at a pace that would 
have been inconceivable just a few years ago. Furthermore, the 
sheer number of changes makes it more difficult to evaluate 
them and bet on the right horse,” says Sebastian Ley, Head 
of Innovation at Horváth & Partners. Although technological  
innovations have always stimulated progress, 
today we are facing a conglomeration of fac-
tors – for instance artificial intelligence, the 
Internet of Things, and blockchain. 

A CHANGING WORLD

A key thing to understand is that each of these technolo-
gies in itself has potential to radically transform product and 
service offerings, and even entire industries. The fact that 
several developments of this type are taking place at the 
same time, in parallel, accelerates change and expands its  
scope. “Everything that can be digitized is being digitized,” Carly 
Fiorina, former CEO of Hewlett-Packard, noted years ago, high-
lighting the ubiquity of change.

In a world that is increasingly complex and more networked, 
both multinational groups and regional companies sudden-
ly find themselves facing competition from startups, and are  
required to keep pace with them. New competitors bring very 
specific value propositions or platform-based approaches,  
putting traditional, capital-intensive business models at risk –  
reason enough for companies and organizations to recon-
sider and scrutinize their position in the value chain, as long- 
established industry structures are crumbling. Today, ownership  
and control of physical resources are much less important than  
ownership and control of information. Simultaneously, we have 
seen a shrinking of transaction costs, particularly those relating 
to the communication and processing of data, which is sharply   
increasing in importance. “Work to achieve innovation is driven  
both by changing customer needs and the technological 
transforma tion,” emphasizes Sebastian Ley.

BREAKING OUT OF THE COMFORT ZONE

Anyone who understands the possibilities of the digital trans-
formation as opportunities in this phase can actively take part 
in shaping the change process. This is the moment for forward- 
thinkers and innovators. Strategic foresight and a willingness to 
innovate play more of a key role today than ever before in terms 
of unlocking growth potentials and sustainably safeguarding 
business success.

The most successful companies take a purposeful approach 
to innovation during boom times, not least because crisis- 
motivated short-term activity is damaging to strategic innova-
tion work. “If we want to innovate successfully, we must work 
against shareholder value, short-term incentivization models, 
and in some areas even against our preconceived patterns of 

thought and behavior,” insists Sebastian Ley. Too 
often when everything is going swimmingly, the 
idea of change is just given lip service.

In successful companies, a duality in innova- 
tion management can be identified; they recog-
nize when an idea can be implemented within 

the existing business model, and when new structures are 
necessary. For radical new ideas, rather than putting them into  
action within the existing organizational form – where they may 
be suffocated – an adaptation of the organizational setup and 
workflow is required to suit the new value proposition. How-
ever, larger-scale changes are often associated with a high level 
of risk – and this mindset often acts as a stumbling block for  
innovation of any kind. Entering new territory does not mean 
taking on incalculable risk; risks can be managed and every risk 
includes the opportunity for success. “Many people confuse the 
uncertainty created by the new and unknown with the conse-
quences of potential failure,” Sebastian Ley points out.

USING SCENARIOS TO GAIN FORESIGHT

Thinking beyond impending changes wreaks uncertainty. Pre-
cise visions of the future are central to strategic management 
and targeted action on the part of the management team.  
In stead of continuing past practice, companies need to antic-
ipate technological and social developments at an early stage, 
and bring them together to form a consistent picture of the fu-
ture. Historical wins and business models do not offer any guaran-
tee of future success. Of course, proactively engaging with the  
future is a far greater challenge than dealing with the present.  
But strategic innovation work is not about making predictions.  

INNOVATION IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES

T

Instead, it involves working as a company’s management collec-
tive to anticipate potential alternatives for the future.

Alongside regular, fashion-led changes to management approa-
ches, scenario planning at many companies and organizations 

Anyone who understands the 
possibilities of the digital  

transformation as an opportunity 
can actively take part in shaping 

the change process.

has become established as a long-term management instrument 
for innovation-related work. Managers, politicians, and military 
strategists have been using this method to make the future tan-
gible for more than half a century. Scenarios create models that 
enable individuals and organizations to orient their actions on 
the requirements and possibilities of tomorrow. For example, 
household appliance manufacturer Miele used scenario plan-
ning to generate visions of how cooking might be done in the 
future, as the basis for forward-looking development decisions. 
Technology is all-pervasive now, with high-tech elements increa-
singly invisible in the household – sometimes operating in the 
background as “shytech”.

6 TIPS  
FOR SUCCESSFUL  
INNOVATION

1. FOCUS
Be clear and determined about the areas in 
which you want to drive innovation!

4.

5.

6.

2. SYMBIOSIS
Synchronize customer needs with your  
organizational skills!

3.

AGILIT Y 
Promote an organizational culture in which  
experimentation becomes the new norm!

TEMPO 
Make speed the imperative of your actions!

FOUNDATION OF MEANING
Have a clear and strong answer to the “why“  
of your innovation work!

INNOVATION IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES

EVERYTHING 
THAT CAN 
BE DIGITIZED 
IS BEING 
DIGITIZED. SUPPORT

Create innovation mechanisms for  
incremental and also radical innovations!
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DEMAND FOR NEW TOOLS

Looking to the future is just one aspect of the craft of innovation 
– a craft which managers should master. Although most compa-
nies have institutionalized their innovation management over 
the past ten years, the processes are frequently too slow to keep 
pace with the ever-more-dynamic rate of change. Innovation  
management needs to be far more agile to meet today’s require-
ments, and tools and methods need to be adjusted accordingly. 
At the same time, the strategic importance of work to achieve  
innovation is increasing, meaning that leadership from the  
management team is more important than ever.

Managers are shaping the transformation. As architects of the 
future, they need to ensure they are clear not only about why 
they want to innovate, but also where and how. These three 
questions are essential to successful innovation processes. First, 
the robustness of the current business model must be examined 
in relation to possible future scenarios. The particular priority 

here is to crystallize where the organization wishes to position 
itself in future, and the value proposition it wants to use to solve 
customers’ specific current and future problems. The next step 
is to decide how innovation will be successfully achieved, and 
which tools will be used to achieve it.

DIVISION OF LABOR IN THE ECOSYSTEM

Today, it’s no longer sufficient to generate additional sales with 
new products and services, or to reduce costs through the use 
of more efficient processes. Challenges lie both in digitizing  
investment-intensive business models and in using supple-
men tary market services around the core business to take an  
integrated approach to customer needs and unlock additional 
revenue streams. New, radical value propositions that can be 
rapidly implemented are in demand.

“Those steering businesses face the chal- 
l enge of transforming their existing business 
model together with structures, simulta-
neously creating disruptive innovations,” 
comments Sebastian Ley. This is why orga-
nizations which meaningfully engage with 
business model and ecosystem innovation 
achieve greater success. Companies no lon-
ger need to do everything in-house; they also 
have the option to offer market services, or add greater value, by 
working together with strategic partners within an ecosystem, 
and in this way to react flexibly to changing market conditions.

In terms of methodology, increasingly we are seeing more  
radical, disruptive approaches occurring alongside traditional, 
incremental innovation, in which an idea goes through a stan-
dard stage-gate process and at each transition into a new phase 
a decision is made about next steps. Disruptive approaches of 
this type enable more rapid innovation, and include “open inno-
vation” wherein external stakeholders are included in the inno-
vation process, incubators act as “hotbeds” for developments, 

and accelerator models make ideas market-ready more quickly 
(take a look at pages 22-27 to read more about accelerators). 

THE DNA OF INNOVATION

Successful innovation is consistently oriented on the market, and 
focuses specifically on the company’s own core expertise with 
respective technologies, the brand, processes, and customer ac-
cess points. No single innovation has ever been created solely in 
a research lab, at a university, or in a development department. 
These are the places where ideas, inventions and prototypes are 
formed, and they only become innovations when they achieve 
market success. How companies shape their work to achieve 
innovation, and the tools and mechanisms they use, differs be-
tween entities and is heavily influenced by the resp ective organi-
zation’s cultural DNA. The prevailing innovation structures also 

play an important role, making it impor-
tant to investigate whether innovation is 
driven by marketing or the development 
department.

There is no patented formula that all 
companies can use to achieve successful 
innovation – every company must develop 
its own innovation DNA. In the strategy 
development process, it’s essential to look 

to the future before setting a direction for innovation, and to 
use integrated innovation management to navigate the path 
from the initial idea to implementation. In times of upheaval, 
applying a modern approach that supports both the transfor-
mation of existing business, and radical innovations, enables 
companies to make great progress toward a successful future.   

 
 Sebastian Ley

   SLey@horvath-partners.com 
  Tel. +49 40 1813631-1471

SHAPING TOMORROW’S BUSINESS

The core of this method is to think in alternatives, and to act  
based on scenarios. These are ideally developed in a project 
group that is as diverse as possible, outside the usual work 
environment. In open discussion, participants reflect on and 
de scribe how various influential factors may affect their orga-
nization, and use a systematic process to strategically transfer 
relevant facts into a new world of perception.

The advantage of this is clear: Companies that intensively  
engage with development possibilities – which may currently 
be considered improbable but are nonetheless plausible – scru-
tinize standard ways of thinking and established convictions. 
They anchor transformation in their corporate culture, meaning 
that they react to changes in the environment earlier than their 
competitors, and safeguard their established business through 
the use of innovations.

There is no patented formula  
that all companies can use to 

achieve successful innovation – 
every company must develop its 

own, individual DNA.

INNOVATION IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES INNOVATION IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES

EVERYTHING 
THAT CAN 

BE SOFTWARE 
WILL BECOME 

SOFTWARE.

EVERYTHING 
IS BECOMING 
CONNECTED.

digital

user-friendly

viable

controllable

plausible

autonomous

more convenient

smaller

more capable

DRIVERS OF CHANGE

TECHNOLOGICAL  
CAPABILITIES ARE  
INCREASING MORE 

QUICKLY THAN EVER 
BEFORE.

MANAGERS  
MUST TRANSFORM  
THE EXISTING  
BUSINESS MODEL 
AND CREATE  
DISRUPTIVE  
INNOVATIONS.
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PORSCHE IS LAUNCHING MISSION E, THE FIRST PURELY 
ELECTRIC SPORTS CAR, TO MARKET IN 2019. IS THIS 
THE BEGINNING OF A LARGER TRANSFORMATION FOR 
YOUR COMPANY?    
 
BLUME    The automotive industry is facing a sea change, and 
will radically shift in the next few years. We must engage with 
the major trends of electrification, digitization, and connectivity 
to continue successfully leading our company into the future. 
The digital transformation affects core areas in the business, 
ranging from workplace equipment, to digital processes, to  
Production 4.0 – which is why we want to enable our employees 
to become drivers of the digital transformation, and thereby cre-
ate a new culture of innovation in the company. We are already 
in the midst of the transformation. Our goal is to develop Porsche 
to become a leading provider of digital mobility solutions in the 
premium automotive segment.    

WHAT WILL THE CAR OF THE FUTURE BE ABLE TO DO 
THAT TODAY’S CARS CAN’T?    
   
BLUME    It used to be that cars were used primarily as means 
of transport, but today customer requirements for indivi dual 
mobility are undergoing tremendous change. The car of the  
future will not just make users mobile, but will also be digital 
and smart. One example is the Mission E, in which we will offer 
on-demand functions for the first time, meaning the customers 
can acquire new functions whenever they wish – even after the 
car has been bought, or only on a temporary basis. Examples of 
conceivable customization options include autonomous driving 
modules, additional horsepower, a different chassis setup for  
racing circuits, and dynamic headlights.    
 
WILL WE EVEN NEED SPORTS CARS IN FUTURE IF THEY 
DRIVE AUTONOMOUSLY?     
   
BLUME    Absolutely! When building the sports car of the  
future, we apply the emotional power to fascinate that has always 
characterized our products, in combination with innovative tech-
nologies. The sporting and emotional driving experience is the 
key focus for customers – meaning that autonomous driving is 
not the top priority. A Porsche will always be a car that you can 
also drive yourself. However, we’re not closing ourselves off from 
autonomous driving – functions like a traffic jam pilot or auto-
matic parking are certainly of interest to Porsche drivers.

    
 

INNOVATION PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN YOUR  
2025 STRATEGY. IN WHAT WAY IS IT NEW?

BLUME    Porsche always has been and always will be innova-
tive; the company lives on innovation. Today we are taking an 
even more systematic and structured approach to it. We con-
centrate on those fields in which Porsche already has particular 
strengths, and will also be in pole position among the compet-
ition in future, for instance design, drive, and vehicle architec-
ture. And we are working on an even more connected basis, 
accelerating processes, and using resources more flexibly.

HOW ARE YOUR NEW UNITS – PORSCHE DIGITAL GMBH 
AND PORSCHE DIGITAL LAB – DIFFERENTIATED FROM 
YOUR DEVELOPMENT CENTER IN WEISSACH?

BLUME    Porsche Digital GmbH is our center of expertise: It’s 
where digital visions are transferred into reality, with the focus 
on service offerings for our customers. On the other hand, the 
Digital Lab concentrates on testing and using digital techno-
logies within the company. Our development center in Weissach,  
meanwhile, is our forge for ideas relating to the vehicle  
itself – and that’s what it will continue to be.   

WHAT APPROACH DO YOU WANT TO TAKE TO  
ESTABLISHING A CULTURE OF INNOVATION THAT  
CAN KEEP PACE WITH APPLE OR GOOGLE? 

BLUME    We are not afraid of competition – in fact, we see 
it as an opportunity. We want to create an atmosphere in our 
company that enables even greater creativity. We must have the 
courage to enter new territory: It’s key that we support people 
with a passion for digital issues, and we must not be afraid of 
mistakes. In all of this, the focus must be on people. Rather than 
being afraid of the future, we actively take part in shaping it.

WHERE DO YOU SEE PORSCHE IN THE YEAR 2030? 

BLUME    We have a clear vision: Porsche will continue to  
be Porsche – the leading supplier of exclusive, sporty and  
emotional premium sports cars.              

INTERVIEW WITH OLIVER BLUME, PORSCHEINTERVIEW WITH OLIVER BLUME, PORSCHE

„ „Autonomous  
driving on demand

Trends such as electro-mobility, digitization, and autonomous driving 

have galvanized the automotive industry to move at breathtaking speed. 

In this interview, Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche, describes how 

the sports car manufacturer is preparing for the future and using innovation 

to shape the transformation.
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chieving success with innovations requires  
forethought, decision-making, and network-
ing. First and foremost, looking to the future 
is an essential step for innovative companies, 
as they can only establish the areas in which 

they will discover innovation by first getting a feel for the chal-
lenges and opportunities ahead. This forms the framework for 
identifying new products, services, and business models, wher-
ein exemplary innovation can be achieved through the use of 
a clear profile. “Managers have to 
make conscious decisions both for 
and against specific areas in which 
to seek innovation and generate 
ideas,” notes Jörg Schönhärl, part-
ner at Horváth & Partners. “This is 
the only way for them to pool their strengths, achieve synergetic 
effects, and avoid the risk of overburdening their organization 
during the process of achieving innovation.” Companies would 
be well advised to invest resources only in those search areas 
that promise the greatest success for their future scenario. 

SEEKING NEW BUSINESS MODELS

Normally, innovation management has two focal points: new 
products and services that enable the generation of additio-
nal sales through top-line effects, and better and more efficient  
internal processes that enable greater earnings to be achieved 

The digital transformation presents companies with the  

challenge of revolutionizing their existing business models 

while at the same time developing entirely new, radical 

value propositions. Ecosystem innovation offers them  

an opportunity to realize far-reaching developments in collab-

oration with strategic partners. This benefits customers, as 

well as all stakeholders involved in the process.

A

INNOVATION WITH STRATEGIC PARTNERS INNOVATION WITH STRATEGIC PARTNERS

through bottom-line effects. However, in times of transformation, 
modern work to achieve innovation must go beyond the stan-
dard repertoire and be far more strategic. Today, a whole range 
of pioneering technologies are driving the transformation of the 
business world forward. One example of this can be seen in the 
trend towards decentrality, as well as the process of physical  
resources being replaced with digital resources. The type  
of work is also changing, moving towards “New Work,” which  
is characterized by agile, temporary, and objective-oriented  

organizational setups. These changes 
also bring new competitors into play. 
For this reason, companies seeking to 
safeguard their success must trans-
form their existing business model and 
develop new value propositions.

 
INNOVATING IN THE ECOSYSTEM
 
Ecosystem innovation offers the opportunity to realize improve-
ments in collaboration with strategic partners. Just as happens 
in natural ecosystems, participants benefit from joining with 
their counterparts in the business world to congregate around 
a leading company. Based on a platform that this company  
makes available and manages, the stakeholders gather together 
their specific skills and resources to form an integrated offering, 
with the objective of improving the value added and market ser-
vice provided by the leading company. HUK-Coburg, Germany’s  

MANAGERS HAVE TO MAKE CONSCIOUS 
DECISIONS BOTH FOR AND AGAINST  
SPECIFIC AREAS IN WHICH TO SEEK  
INNOVATION AND GENERATE IDEAS.

GROWING 
IN THE 

ECOSYSTEM
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largest car insurance company, uses this approach, and – with 
the aid of ecosystem partners in areas such as purchasing,  
financing, and repair – is continuing to expand its offering in the 
automotive sector.

The following key questions in innovation management need 
to be answered when developing an ecosystem: How robust is 
the current business model? Where do we want to position our-
selves? How will we achieve this? How will we generate a sus-
tainable “lock-in effect”? How do we want to earn money in the 
ecosystem? Who are the appropriate business partners for our 
target customers? What form could the MVP (Minimum Viable 
Product) for the planned ecosystem take?

A WIDE-RANGING OFFER AND GREATER DEPTH  
OF ADDED VALUE 

There are two principal strategies for successful ecosystem  
innovation: The first is geared towards customer-oriented in-
novations that expand added value horizontally. Ecosystems  
with in the realm of the customer journey therefore integrate  
market services from third parties with the aim of improving the  
customer experience. The second strategy is focused on skills- 
driven innovations that expand added value vertically. With  
ecosystems in the area of the value chain, companies take a tar-
geted approach to including partners with the aim of optimizing 

INNOVATION WITH STRATEGIC PARTNERS

 

NEW BUSINESS MODELS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

 Read more about the study at  
www.horvath-partners.com study_gm_automotive 

the customer experience by way of expanded capabilities and 
a greater depth of vertical added value. Combining these two 
strategies creates hybrid ecosystems which incorporate external 
resources both for a wider-ranging market service and deeper 
value creation. The Horváth & Partners Ecosystem Canvas iden-
tifies key components in order to support the development of 
the appropriate business model system.

It’s clear that today’s work to achieve tomorrow’s innovation  
involves multiple networks. This can be seen in many examples, 
including the “Universal Home” initiative, in which companies 
such as Dornbracht, Medion, Poggenpohl, Schott and WMF 
have joined forces to jointly shape the future of life and living.  
“In the age of plug-and-play business models, companies  
can often achieve more in concert than when working alone,” 
says Jörg Schönhärl. “This is a major stimulus for ecosystem  
innovation.”   

 
Overview of ecosystem components at:  
www.horvath-partners.com ecosystem

 Jörg Schönhärl
   JSchoenhaerl@horvath-partners.com 
  Tel. +41 44 42123-26

Ecosystem innovations can improve 
both a company’s market service  

offering and its value chain.

STUDY
DISTRIBUTION OF NEW SERVICE-ORIENTED BUSINESS  

MODELS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

INFOTAINMENT

MOBILIT Y SERVICES

FINANCIAL SERVICES

LOGISTICS &  
DELIVERY

5%

AFTERSALES

CONNECTED CAR &  
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

16 %

30 %

35 %

7% 7%

16 17



his bank can fit into any trouser pocket: The 
Zak smartphone app from Bank Cler is revo-
lutionizing banking in Switzerland. It’s a big 
pitch from the small Basel-based national  
banking house, and one that means it is  

taking a pioneering role in its market. Rather than transfer-
ring traditional e-banking juggernauts to the smartphone, 
Zak is consistently concentrating on those banking func-
tions that customers actually need in their day-to-day lives. 

SMART BANKING THAT ’S SIMPLE

For example, a quick glance at your smartphone will tell you 
how much cash you currently have available. Instead of rigid 
auxiliary accounts that are subject to fees, Zak offers “saving 
pots”. Users can create, amend or delete these pots at any time, 
free of charge, and even move money back and forth between 
the pots. The app also offers a chatbot messenger service which 
customers can use 24/7 for support and answers about the app 
itself, as well as for asking general questions on finances and  
financial preparedness. What’s more, the integrated Zak Store 
– a digital marketplace – provides supplementary offers from 
other companies, such as insurance providers and online re-
tailers. The fact that the app can be used free of charge – includ-
ing with debit and credit cards – is another appealing feature. 
“This uncompromising mobile-first approach is unique,” says  
Sandra Lienhart, CEO of Bank Cler. “We’ve developed Zak from 
the ground up, based on leading technologies, specifically for 
the smartphone. We are thereby enabling a user experience that 
young customers who use social media and messaging apps 
are familiar with. This draws attention to us, a small bank, and  
enables us to position ourselves as an innovative company with 
the courage to break out of the traditional business models ope-
rated by retail banks.” 

INTO THE FUTURE WITH ZAK

The momentum for this innovation came from the repositioning 
of the institution, which was formerly known as Bank Coop. The 
company took on the new name of Bank Cler after the Coop  
retail business sold its remaining shares in Basler Kantonalbank 
in 2017. “Cler” means clear, straightforward and evident in  
Rhaeto-Romanic, the fourth national language of Switzerland. 
“When we analyzed our customer structure as part of the  
rebranding, we identified a particular need to bring on board 
new customers under the age of 40,” Sandra Lienhart explains.

For this reason, the bank created an innovation project fo cused 
on the needs of young people, who were then incorporated 
into the app’s development on an ongoing basis. From contact 
with friends to planning travel, young people use smartphones 
to organize vast areas of their lives on a mobile basis. Sandra  
Lienhart: “It quickly became clear to us that that’s where we 
needed to engage.”
 
At the same time, leaders at the bank knew that not all of 
their customers wanted their bank to only be available via 
smartphone. For this reason, despite its “mobile first” appro-
ach, Bank Cler wanted to continue to be a concrete entity and 
retain a physical presence. “We are now committed to digiti-
zation as an essential component of our strategy. However, a 
key and central factor for success is how we will bring digital 
offerings into line with our lean physical branch network.”     

For further information, see: 
www.cler.ch/zak

Bank Cler sets standards in Switzerland  

with its digitization strategy. In  

February the banking house launched 

Zak, the first smartphone bank in the 

country, breaking away from traditional 

retail banking. The launch has been 

particularly well received by younger 

and tech-savvy customers.

T
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Evolution from  
a traditional  
banking institution  
to a digital pioneer

WE ARE NOW COMMITTED  
TO DIGITIZATION AS  
AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT 
OF OUR STRATEGY.
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BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION AT BANK CLER

Breaking out  
of the comfort zone

The Zak smartphone app enables customers to process their  

daily cash transactions on a fully mobile basis. Sandra Lienhart, Chair of the 

Management Board of Bank Cler, offers an insight into the project.

What was unusual about the  
innovation work leading to Zak?

LIENHART    There’s no doubt: It was 
the extremely customer-oriented and 
agile approach to development. Discussi-
ons with representatives from our target 
group took place as early as the second 
week of the project. Families and friends  
tested a beta version of the app six 
months after the project started. To date, 
we have included more than 800 potenti-
al users in the development process, and 
have continually adapted Zak. 

What sets the development team 
apart?

LIENHART    Everyone involved worked  
so well together. There was a great 
deal of trust and unbelievable enthu-
siasm among the Bank Cler workforce, 

colleagues from Basler Kantonalbank  
(our parent company), and the experts  
from Horváth & Partners. Everyone in 
the team was aware that they were  
working on something significant, and 
they provided peak performance in all 
project phases.

What are the challenges now?

LIENHART    We’re working with a pro-
duct that is constantly evolving. Com-
prehensive transfer of knowledge from 
external partners to our internal team is 
essential to enabling us to continually 
work on new features, and to the integra-
tion of value-added services in future. We 
also need to maintain a balance between 
creativity and regulatory requirements. 
In this context, it’s important to keep 
momentum up, and at the same time 
achieve normalization in operation. No 

individual project should be running at 
full speed for more than twelve months.

What would you identify as the 
most significant successes?

LIENHART    We’ve broken out of our 
comfort zone. Zak concretizes our tag-
line of being the “digital bank with a 
physical presence”. Everyone is talking 
about innovation and simplicity, and with 
this app we are putting those concepts 
into practice. Our corporate culture has  
changed. We have developed a startup 
mentality and are also applying modern 
methodologies in our everyday work, 
such as Design Thinking. It gives us a 
whole new level of agility, motivates our 
employees, and makes us more appeal-
ing to prospective applicants and new 
clients – and we’re now bringing new 
clients on board on a weekly basis.    
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     PROGRESS   
      TO THE 

QUICK 

PROTOTYPE

ACCELERATOR PROGRAMS

The innovation process relies on effectively developing ideas  

into proposals that are successful on the market. The challenge  

is to select the right ideas from among the many that have been  

gathered, and quickly develop them so they can be tested at an  

early stage. Internally executed accelerator programs are the go-to 

tools for achieving this.

 n this arrangement, the current or potential 
customer sets the starting point for innova-
tion. His needs and pain points determine the  
direction for developing new products, services, 
or even entire business models. Anyone in search 

of successful innovation needs to always keep an eye trained 
on the market. “It’s only when something new has a discernible 
impact there that we can speak of innovation,” comments Marco 
Friedrich, innovation expert at Horváth & Partners.

Companies get their momentum for innovation from a vari-
ety of sources. Many ideas are proactively created as part of a 
controlled process, for example with the aid of defined areas of  
innovation, or by taking an active approach to startup 
screenings. Others occur by chance, for example during a trade 
fair visit. “Organizations generally have a huge pool of ideas. 
The major challenge is in assessing their potential early on, and 
quickly developing promising approaches further.” On their path 
to creating an offering, most companies develop ideas either 

within the framework of traditional innovation management, or 
in an agile “speedboat” such as an accelerator program.
 
TANKER SHIP OR SPEEDBOAT?

The basic framework for innovation management comes from 
the traditional stage-gate process. This divides all innovation 
activities into different phases, wherein at each transition a 
decision is made about the next steps. All ideas that exist in 
the company are collected and channeled using this one pro-
cess. However, experience has shown that this linear process – 
rather like a tanker ship – is often too rigid and laborious in the 
fast-moving digital world; as such, an alternative approach to 
ideas can be useful. If an idea for expanding an existing pro-
duct is associated with a high degree of potential and needs 
to be implemented as quickly as possible, it makes sense to de-
velop it as part of a “speedboat process,” which simultaneously  
ensures a high probability of success. On the other hand, ideas 
which represent a greater departure from a company’s current 

I
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ACCELERATOR INNOVATION AT TECHNISCHE WERKE LUDWIGSHAFENACCELERATOR PROGRAMS

 Accelerator programs close the  
gap between the idea and its imple-

mentation, while also speeding up  
the development of innovative offers.

core business and are not yet clearly defined require very spe
cific approaches. “These days, agile methods from the Design 
Thinking and Lean Startup approaches are essential for making 
quick and successful progress when it comes to ideas associated 
with greater uncertainty,” comments Marco Friedrich.

HOTBEDS AND ACCELERATORS

There are various options available for quickly bringing new offe
rings to market, ranging from acquisition of a company or start  
up with the right expertise, to open innovation that involves 
customers and other external stakeholders in the innovation 
process, to accelerators and incubators as forges for innovation.

Incubators promote creative ideas: they are hotbeds for inno
vations, offering ideal conditions for both internal teams and  
external startups. In contrast, accelerators speed processes up, 
enabling a timeline of just a few weeks 
from initial idea to prototype, to market 
ready offering. Ideas are tested at an early 
stage, meaning that any that don’t work 
can be quickly discarded. “Companies must 
be ready to take potential customers’ feed
back on board and, building on that feedback, adapt and further  
develop – or potentially abandon – their ideas on an ongoing 
basis,” Marco Friedrich points out.
 
ACCELERATOR AS A SERVICE

The Horváth Accelerator Program offers precisely this kind of 
fast track for innovations. Designed with a modular structure, it 
offers an agile innovation process in which internal teams from 
various companies quickly develop their ideas further, with a 
focus on the customer. It also enables participants to design 
implementable concepts relating to innovative offerings, as well 
autonomously developing innovations and quickly bringing 
them to market readiness.

Design Thinking and Lean Startup approaches are used to 
convert ideas into prototypes and test them on the market, 
on an iterative basis and with the continual involvement of 
target customer groups. The Horváth Accelerator Program  
enables companies to quickly achieve results by using their own 
employ ees and avoiding expenses for design and preparation. It  
makes the company’s expertise available as a service – including 
procedures, methods and tools – that is quick to implement in 
companies from all industries.

EMPLOYEES AS INNOVATORS

As stated by Austrian economist Prof. Dr. Fredmund Malik some 
years ago, successfully positioning ideas in the market remains 
a challenge, despite new methods: “Every innovation is an  
expedition into new territory, like the first time climbing the Alps; 
but most of them are approached like a relaxed walk at Easter.”  

To ensure that the expedition success  
fully reaches its destination, all partici
pants need to work together, pulling  
in the preferred direction. This requires  
a culture of innovation that shapes  
individuals’ skills, mindset, and behavior.  

Successful innovations require more than just extraordinarily  
creative and enterprising employees to be driven forward –  
motivation and entrepreneur al dynamism are also crucial.“  
The craft of innovation is learnable,” comments Marco Friedrich. 
If companies can use managed innovation processes to leverage  
the knowledge and creativity that exist in their organization,  
employees can make a significant contribution to the products, 
services and business models of the future.                      

 
   

Overview of the elements of an innovation accelerator at: 
www.horvath-partners.com accelerator 

 
 Jörg Schönhärl

   JSchoenhaerl@horvath-partners.com 
  Tel. +41 44 42123-26

THE CRAFT OF  
INNOVATION IS  
LEARNABLE.

WHERE  
IDEAS LEARN  

TO SWIM
A public utility reinvents itself: Technische Werke Ludwigshafen takes a courageous  

path of transformation to becoming a nationwide energy service provider.  

The company has launched an accelerator program in which startups work on  

the business fields of tomorrow, housed in a former swimming pool building.
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on these tasks.  If supplementary expertise needs to be sourced 
from outside the organization, TWL searches out suitable com-
panies for strategic takeover or investment. More than anything, 
this has driven the growth of the Group’s digital expertise.  

EXCELLENCE IN THE CORE BUSINESS

TWL has undertaken an excellence initiative in parallel with this, 
with the objective of increasing quality and efficiency. It involves 
the scrutinizing of all business processes, and prescribing of new 
management methods and control instruments. The Group uses 
innovations in its core business to strengthen its position in the 
changing energy market. Among other projects, the company 
has developed a patent-registered battery-supported backup  
power system that stabilizes the power network during fluctu-
ations in the infeed of renewable energies – a lever for more 
secure supply during the energy transition.

Feedback on TWL’s transformation is very positive. The company 
is a recipient of the “TOP 100” prize, distinguishing it as one 
of Germany’s most innovative SMEs; in addition, its courageous 
overall strategy also earned it second place in the “Stadtwerke 
Award” (public utilities award) in summer 2017.              
 
 

 Fabian Goretzki
   FGoretzki@horvath-partners.com 
  Tel. +41 44 42123-10

THREE QUESTIONS FOR 

DR.-ING. HANS-HEINRICH KLEUKER, 

COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 

AT TWL

WHAT WAS THE STARTING POINT FOR  
TWL’S REALIGNMENT?

KLEUKER    It was clear to us relatively early that the  
liberalization of the energy market would result in decrea-
sing margins in our core business, and at the same time 
that the energy transition – as well as growing require-
ments in the area of energy efficiency – would lead to 
declining sales quantities. Digitization was identified as 
a further challenge, for example because of intelligent 
measurement systems and the need for data security 
which demand a completely new IT infrastructure.  

HOW DID TWL RISE TO MEET  
THESE CHALLENGES?
 
KLEUKER    With a wide range of measures. We used the 
TWL 2020 strategy and a restructuring process to align 
our organization to the demands of the future, and are 
implementing an excellence initiative to optimize our  
efficiency, quality, and customer orientation. We have 
also invested heavily in external growth.

WHICH BUSINESS AREAS IS THAT INVESTMENT 
FOCUSED ON? 

KLEUKER     The transformation from a traditional  
energy supply company to a nationwide energy service 
provider can only be successful if we have a greater digital  
presence – and so we’re primarily investing in IT  
infrastructure. Through new associated companies,  
our portfolio now includes monitoring, control, and  
analysis software for decentralized plants, as well as  
cloud solutions for the energy industry, among other  
products and services.                       

  

he venue could hardly be more symbolic: It’s  
where former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
used to sweat in the sauna on Saturdays, and per-
haps where he conceived a new political world 
order with guests of state such as Russian presi-

dent Mikhail Gorbachev – and it’s now home to startups develop-
ing future-oriented business ideas. The goal is that the result-
ing innovations refresh the core business of Technische Werke  
Ludwigshafen (TWL), an energy provider headquartered in  
Ludwigshafen, an industrial city on the Rhine.

At the end of 2016, the company converted the Hallenbad 
Nord former municipal swimming pool – also the location of the  
chancellor’s sauna, steeped in history – to form the Frei-
schwimmer (free swimmers) Innovation Center. The center has 
attracted many teams of founders since it opened last summer. 
Startups have traveled from throughout Germany to deliver  
pitches in the empty swimming pool that has been converted 
into a presentation space, hoping to be recruited to the accel-
erator program.

WORKING ON THE BUSINESS OF TOMORROW  

TWL landed a coup with “Freischwimmer” – not only because the 
listed swimming pool building from the 1950s offers a wonder-
fully inspiring atmosphere for innovation work, but also because 
the “Freischwimmer” idea is unique in the public utilities sec-
tor. This long-established supply company created an accelera-
tor program with the intention of using innovation to advance 
the Group growth in two respects: First, the entity supports the 
formation of businesses in the energy industry and integrates 
them into the company’s ecosystem. At the same time, a startup 
owned by the Group works on the future in “Freischwimmer”. 
It is an in-house ideas forge, developing the business areas of 
tomorrow, detached from day-to-day operations.

“We recognized back in 2010 that our business model as a tra-
ditional, regional supply company was no longer working,” com-
ments Dr. Hans-Heinrich Kleuker, Commercial Director of TWL. 
“We then kicked-off a fundamental transformation of our organi-
zation, with the objective of becoming a nationwide energy ser-
vice provider by 2020. Freischwimmer is an important milestone 
on this journey.”

CHANGE FOR GROWTH

Innovation work in the accelerator targets radical improvements 
involving TWL’s value proposition. “We want to create and 

implement radical innovations at the necessary speed,” Hans- 
Heinrich Kleuker says. “To achieve this, we create startups which 
advance our Energy and Water, Mobility, and Future City and 
Digital City Solutions areas.” Experienced mentors are also on 
hand for young entrepreneurs in the founders center to help 
make business ideas quickly ready for market. The building itself 
has open co-working spaces and a plant-filled interior courtyard, 
with a 1950s-style milk bar soon to come – it offers plenty of 
space for dialog and networking.

However, TWL is also driving change forward outside the acce-
lerator, and transformation within the Group is advancing at 
great speed. The company has identified clear growth areas that 
it is now specifically cultivating. Wherever the Group is able to 
approach new areas using in-house resources, it founds subsidia-
ries that – as small, fast-moving entities – are able to concentrate 

T
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HOW CAN EMPLOYEES APPLY FOR A PLACE  
IN THE ACCELERATOR? 

KRÜGER    It’s very easy. They just submit a short description 
of their project idea. A management team then decides whether 
participation in the accelerator program would be useful and 
would advance the relevant topic. Applicants may come directly 
from the line organization, although projects which are support-
ed via our innovation fund, which runs in parallel, can also be 
accepted for the accelerator.

WHAT IS THE INNOVATION FUND EXACTLY?

KRÜGER    Once a month, we invite internal teams to take part 
in a ten-minute pitch presentation to apply for up to €500,000 
in seed money. The board of decision-makers – referred to as 
the Innovation Fund Board – is made up of representatives from 
the individual business areas and a chairperson. Applicants inc-
lude graduates of the accelerator program but also – vice versa 
almost – teams who have the opportunity to take part in the 
accelerator as a preliminary step before performing the project.

HOW DOES THE ACCELERATOR WORK?

KRÜGER    It follows the principles of Design Thinking and 
the Lean Startup method, which means that a business idea is 
brought to market as quickly as possible, and customer feed-
back is rapidly taken into account for further development.  
Accelerator Program participants go through four modules with-
in three months, with each module lasting three to five days. 
This structure allows employees to take part alongside their day-
to-day work. Module 1 covers the identification and validation of 
customer needs. Module 2 focuses on the creative search for the 
optimum product or service design with minimal requirements 
– referred to as the MVP, or “Minimum Viable Product” – and 
market-testing this MVP in focus groups. In the third mod ule, 
participants learn how they can establish their business model 
for the long term, and successfully sell it using a “pitch deck”. 
And, if the focus is on a suggested innovation for the external 
market, the right market launch strategy – encompassing pricing, 
sales, and marketing – is developed in Module 4.

MORE THAN 20 LUFTHANSA GROUP TEAMS HAVE  
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE ACCELERATOR. HOW IS 
IT GOING DOWN WITH EMPLOYEES?

KRÜGER    Incredibly well! First and foremost, participants 
value the professional support they receive from experienced 
consultants and coaches, as well as appreciating the agile 
work method in collaboration with customers – this is an enti-
rely new experience for many employees. Our colleagues realize 
that as an employer we value their ideas highly, and – almost 
as a side effect – they’re also becoming familiar with many 
new tools and intellectual approaches.    

WHAT DOES THE ACCELERATOR OWE ITS SUCCESS TO?

KRÜGER    Whether they are flight attendants, technicians, 
or sales representatives, I see people from all sectors working  
enthusiastically on ideas that open up new business areas for us 
as Lufthansa Group, or which reduce costs. Since the accelerator 
was launched at the beginning of 2015, we have already record-
ed several successful market launches, such as for Lufthansa 
Cargo, Austrian Airlines, and Miles & More. Having the teams 
operate in parallel also offers advantages: We only use the  
accelerator when we can get at least three ideas started simul-
taneously, saving on the cost of setting-up and keeping available 
an ongoing “in-house accelerator“. It also means that we benefit  
from the experience and inspirations of the external partner. 
 
HOW WOULD YOU ADVISE COMPANIES WISHING TO 
INSTALL AN ACCELERATOR?
 
KRÜGER    My advice is easy to summarize: Be brave, have 
a go, and don’t be afraid of risk; always keep learning, allow 
transformation to happen, and stay flexible. Disruption, parti-
cularly what we are experiencing as a result of digitization, will 
have a lasting impact on all industries. Given that no one really 
knows what the future will bring, we must establish expertise 
and structures that will enable us to respond quickly to oppor-
tunities and risks. An accelerator is an important component 
of advancement and the minimization of risk in the innovation 
process, and it activates the most important resource available 
to us in our company: Our people.                   
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The internal innovation accelerator at Lufthansa Group 

transfers employee ideas into market-relevant products 

and services. We interviewed Doris Krüger, Senior Director 

Future Innovation Strategy and member of the Supervisory 

Board of Deutsche Lufthansa AG, to find out how the  

program puts in-house potential on the road to success.

WHY DID LUFTHANSA GROUP ESTABLISH  
AN ACCELERATOR?  
 
KRÜGER    One of our key objectives is to effect a cultural 
transformation within Lufthansa Group – a complex organiza-
tion – to create an agile and innovative company. That’s why, 
as a supplement to our Innovation Hub in Berlin which focuses 
on innovation opportunities outside the Group, we wanted to  
create an additional offering which mobilizes our employees’  
power to innovate. An innovation accelerator was the next  
logical step once we had developed cross-business-area future 
scenarios, set up the “Our Innovation Universe” collaboration 
platform, and installed an innovation fund for financing. 

INTERVIEW WITH DORIS KRÜGER, LUFTHANSA

“HAVE A GO,  
LEARN,  

AND STAY FLEXIBLE”
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Companies from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland 
enjoy a good reputation and often hold a leading 
position in their markets – one factor contributing to 
this is that most of these companies have a strong 
corporate culture focused on continual, incremental 
refinement of their product and service portfolio.  
However, in the context of the digital transfor-
mation, it is becoming apparent that this focus on 
well-planned innovation is not sufficient. Digitiza -
tion brings profound societal change, similar to what 
we have seen historically in the development of the 
steam engine or electric motors. The “real” benefit 
and therefore the broad societal effect of new tech-
nologies is only felt decades after they become avail-
able – in other words, only when we have learned 
how to reorganize ourselves using this technology.

We are currently experiencing this process in the 
course of the digital transformation. New business 
models mean that society is undergoing change right 
now, in some cases with technologies that have been 
available for decades. At the same time, following 
Moore’s law, technological opportunities are expan-
ding exponentially – and complexity is increasing 
as a result. Traditional management theory has few 
answers for dealing with the uncertainty that this 
creates – apart from avoiding it at all costs.

THE UNCERTAINTY PARADIGM

That is why companies today must learn to invest in 
uncertainty. Entrenched methodologies which target 
the minimization of risk systematically fail in the face 
of the uncertainty that comes with the digital transfor-
mation. That said, this paradigm does not apply for all 
areas. The majority of core business will continue to be 
managed as it is today.

This means that it is necessary for companies to esta-
blish distinct sets of rules and management methods 
– both for core business and for the uncertain challen-
ges posed by the digital transformation.

The latter requires alternative organizational struc-
tures. Examples of these could be embedded teams 
of entrepreneurs who safeguard strategic options in 
forming markets, test new technologies, or validate 
innovative business models. These teams should also 
make a contribution back to the core organization 
with respect to transformation, and support its orga-
nic further development. After all, while markets may 
be subject to disruptive change, organizations can’t 
handle it.  Any attempt to implement a great leap into 
digitization is doomed to failure, as it means destroy-
ing the organization’s corporate culture and the core 
of its success.

A BIRD OR A BICYCLE?

As such, the digital transformation presents the  
challenge of using a variety of rules and methods 
to manage companies in various contexts, with both  
of the organization’s hands on the steering wheel –  
something we might call ambidextrous implemen-
tation. This means a continued focus on specialization 
and optimization for core business, and concentrating  
on learning, experimentation, and fault tolerance 
for the strategic innovation of digitization. Conflicts 
may arise in this process, resulting in significant need 
for clarification. In this respect, change intelligence 
must be applied by management seeking to bring 
together a “constant improvement” culture with 
a “constant acceleration” culture. But the effort is 
worth it. A study from the 1960s, by Vance Tucker,  
offers an excellent metaphor for how tools can  
enable peak performance. Tucker analyzed which  
species were most efficient in how they move. Unsurpris-
ingly, humans didn’t do too well, and birds were the 
most successful – with the condor coming out on top.  
However, a person on a bike beat all of them by a 
wide margin.

With this in mind, for industrial companies digitiza-
tion means using the new technological opportuni-
ties it offers to leverage their strengths from their core 
business, thereby considerably further developing  
the culture which forms the foundation of their suc-
cess. The “bicycle” represents a change of this type. 
It is a tool that enables large, established companies 
to successfully compete with startups – the “birds” 
of digitization – and even helps them to achieve ad-
vantages.

It’s just as impossible for an industrial company to 
become a startup as it is for a human to transform 
into a bird; but you can still keep up if you get hold 
of a bicycle.              

GUEST COMMENTARY

The digital transformation requires the implementation of alternative 

management methods, applied as an extension of existing practice.  

With two hands on the wheel, organizations can further develop their 

core business through the use of new technologies, while also  

establishing a culture of rapid innovation.

ACHIEVING SUCCESS WITH  
T WO HANDS ON THE WHEEL

BY PROF.  DR . - ING .  GU IDO  H .  BALTES

Change intelligence in manage-
ment is essential to successfully 

bringing together an existing 
“constant improvement” culture 

with a “constant acceleration”  
culture, and in this way to imple-

ment ambidexterity in companies.

PROF.  DR . - ING .  GU IDO  H .  BALTES 
is director of the IST Innovation Institute in Constance,  

and Guest Professor at UIBE University, Beijing, and 
Rady School of Management at the University of 

California, San Diego. As an expert in strategic trans-
formation and innovation, he offers a combination of 

entrepreneurial experience with internationally renowned 
research. Author of many journal and book contributions, 

he recently published the reference work “Veränderungs-
intelligenz” (“Change Intelligence”) with Springer Gabler.

GUEST COMMENTARY
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